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REWARDS & RECOGNITION

Our Experience
We bring extensive experience to the table,
having successfully launched and managed
programs tailored to businesses of all sizes. From
a diverse range of branded merchandise to
customized apparel and products for employee
gifting, we've got you covered. 

What sets us apart is our in-house capabilities,
allowing us to seamlessly incorporate your logo
into thousands of apparel styles. Our dedication
to precision in embroidery and color matching
ensures your branding shines through every
product we create.

(817) 625-9559

@CFJMANUFACTURING

701 Eight Twenty Blvd. Suite 145
 Fort Worth, TX 76106

SALES AND SERVICE AWARDS
We take pride in providing a range of prestigious awards
to honor your team members. Our offerings include
beautifully crafted custom awards, expert guidance, and
a seamless experience.

GIFT CARD PROGRAMS
With a wide range of options at their fingertips, from
popular retailers to exciting experiences, they can select a
gift that aligns with their unique preferences and interests.
It's a win-win for both employees and employers!

EMPLOYEE INCENTIVE PROGRAMS
We understand that a one-size-fits-all approach doesn't
always do the trick. That's why we offer a diverse range of
incentives! This flexibility not only accommodates different
preferences and motivations but also helps ensure that your
workforce remains inspired!

https://www.google.com/search?gs_ssp=eJzj4tZP1zcsSanMybVMMWC0UjWosDAzSTU3M0lJNTQ1MzNONbYyqDCxNEuySLZINjRKTDE1NDD0EkxOy1LITcwrTUtMLiktysxLBwDSWhVH&q=cfj+manufacturing&rlz=1C1GCEU_en-gbUS1044US1044&oq=CFJ+M&gs_lcrp=EgZjaHJvbWUqDQgBEC4YrwEYxwEYgAQyBggAEEUYOTINCAEQLhivARjHARiABDIKCAIQLhjUAhiABDIHCAMQABiABDIHCAQQABiABDIHCAUQABiABDIGCAYQRRg8MgYIBxBFGDzSAQgzMDMzajBqN6gCALACAA&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#


2023 TOYOTA 
VALUE IMPROVEMENT

AWARD 

CFJ Manufacturing connects brands to people, and
people to progress, creating socially responsible
programs, world class experiences, and inclusive
environments with sustainable results. PERSONAL SERVICE

ONLINE WEBSITE FOR SMOOTH ORDERING
LOCAL DELIVERY

EASY BILLING
HANDS FREE 

Experience the convenience of fast and
efficient delivery with real-time tracking at CFJ
Manufacturing. From order to your doorstep,
our seamless logistics ensure you stay
informed every step of the way, allowing you to
focus on what truly matters—your business.

Embroidery
Screen Printing
Heat Transfer
Laser Etching
Sublimation
Appliqué
Direct-to-Garment (DTG) Printing

TRUSTED EXPERTISE
For over 40 years, we have meticulously
crafted custom solutions for various
businesses that reflect our clients' unique
brands and elevate their team's image. 

CFJ Manufacturing offers a wide range of
functions tailored to various industries,

providing end-to-end uniform solutions, from  
design to production and delivery.

DECORATION METHODS

About Us

Our Mission

Tier 1 Supplier for Toyota

CFJ Manufacturing contributes to client success in five
specific industries: Corporate Industrial Uniforms,
Safety Gear, Branded Merchandise, Employee
Rewards/Recognition, and Jewelry Manufacturing. As
a key supplier to many Fortune 500 companies our
goal is to deliver programs, products and services that
are nothing short of spectacular.

At CFJ Manufacturing, we take immense pride in being a distinguished
Tier 1 supplier for one of the automotive industry's giants - Toyota. As a
trusted partner, we have consistently delivered exceptional quality and
innovative solutions that align perfectly with Toyota's stringent
standards. 

WHY IS
RECOGNITION
IMPORTANT?

THE POWERFUL FUNCTIONS
OF OUR COMPANY

FAST DELIVERY WITH TRACKING

WAREHOUSE SERVICE
Leave the logistics to us, and watch your
business thrive with our reliable warehousing
support. Discover hassle-free warehousing
solutions with CFJ Manufacturing. Our top-
notch warehouse service provides secure and
organized storage for your inventory!

www.cfjmfg.com

CONTACT US TODAY!

@cfjmanufacturing

WHAT WE PROVIDE

L O W E R  
TURNOVER RATE

 Some studies have suggested that well-implemented employee
recognition programs can lead to turnover reductions of

anywhere from 10% to 30%, but these numbers can differ from
company to company.

I M P R O V E
ENGAGEMENT

The effectiveness of a recognition program in enhancing employee
engagement is tied to its design and alignment with the

organization's values. Companies with effective recognition
programs may experience employee engagement levels that are

20% to 50% higher than those without. 


